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Hacking

Powershot began in shrewsbury, my hometown, on the 
border of wales and england. 
in many ways, Powershot is ProPelled by borders. 
we cross them daily. we navigate them collaboratively. 
we surPass them collectively.
each working day, our research and develoPment team 
brings new concePts and ideas across the rhine and into 
Powershot’s innovation lab in germany. 
there, they are infused into our Products.
we blend our borders, working with Product designers and 
engineers across the uk and euroPe to gather a diverse 
range of PersPectives as we continually seek to achieve the 
highest standards in originality and utility for all of our 
end users.
 

working with football federations in belgium, france and 
germany, we regularly set ourselves the task of seeing how 
our Products measure uP against the highest standards in 
training and matches. 
this year, we are Proud to see this work manifested in our 
equiPment cart, in the norwegian-fa aPProved football 
master, and in our forthcoming modular football goal.
 
rest assured that we will keeP working to ProPel our 
market forwards, that we will continually strive to 
engineer solutions for coaches and clubs, but mostly, that 
we will continue to Push and honour the borders that have 
formed us since 2010.

 

 andrew hacking
 lynxsPort ceo

.euwww.
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the lynxsPort system is fully digitalised, with a b2b 
order system and accessible to our customers all over the 
world. 

contact your sales rePresentative for more information. 

Powershot Products are used by many sPorts teams 
and federations all over euroPe including:

official Partner of carlisle united f.c.

women’s world cuP 2019 
fff (french football federation)
ol (olymPique lyonnais)
racing club de strasbourg

belgium national team
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 PRO TRAINING KIT

Full kit in a bag composed of: 
1 set of 40 saucer cones 
(10x blue, 10x yellow, 10x white, 10x pink)
10 adjustable mini-hurdles from 23 to 30 cm (0.7’ to 0.9’) 
(10x yellow)
20 flexible cones (5x blue, 5x yellow, 5x red, 5x green) 
20 flat hoops (5x blue, 5x yellow, 5x red, 5x green)
1 speed ladder 4m (yellow) 
5 telescopic slalom poles with weighted rubber base 
(red pole and black base)’
DevelopeD with the French Football FeDeration

For use in amateur clubs

product code TK002 

Training kits
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TRIANGULAR 3 IN 1 HURDLE

Triple hurdle, has 3 heights in 1 hurdle.
Simply flip the hurdle over for another height!
Sizes: 17cm, 22cm, 27cm.
complete with carry bag

product code TA249

Swivel on the 3 heights

17 cm
22 cm 
and 27 cm
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‘‘ ‘‘WITH PASSION AND INNOVATION, THE 
POWERSHOT® TEAM HAS CREATED THE BEST 
ACCESSORIES FOR CHAMPION TRAINING.

THE POWERWALL POWERSHOT®

No more lugging around heavy rebounders, the 
Powerwall has an integrated handle and wheels. 
Receive passes in the air or on the ground, to work on 
training exercises and ball control.
The patented innovative design allows 
a rebound from 12° angle to 90° angle.
Connect numerous Powerwalls together thanks 
to the moulded base integration.
Dimensions:  3’ 2’’ x 2’ 4’’ (1 x 0,75 m)

product code TA212

Rebounders

2 boards can be fixed together 
to make a 3’ 2’’ x 2’ 4’’ (2m x 0.75m) board

frank leboeuf - Worldcup Winner ‘98 
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MINI REBOUNDER TRAINER

Rebound net 2’6’’x2’6’’ (0.8m x 0.8m)
Self-weighted base
Fiberglass rods for a perfect bounce
Yellow and black striped net
Transport bag included

product code TA218

POWERSHOT® REBOUND NET - 1X1M

Multisport rebounder net for training and match purposes.
Adaptable to a variety of exercises whatever the ball-sport.
Material : painted steel with stress-resistant elastics.
Dimensions : 3’ 2’’ x 3’ 2’’ (1m x 1m)
Angle of net adjustable to 6 positions

product code TA087
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DEVELOPED BY COACHES,
FOR COACHES!

‘‘

‘‘

THE POWERSHOT® EQUIPMENT CART
CAN BE EQUIPPED WITH THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS:
 
20 size 5 footballs
Set of slalom poles
Round or flat hoops
Speed ladder
Sets of saucer cones
Simple, reversible, numbered or two-coloured training bibs
Complete training kits

 POWERSHOT® EQUIPMENT CART

Makes life easier when carrying training equipment and 20 balls! 
The trolley also includes a zipped bag for 20 sweaty bibs that can be unhooked 
and put directly into the washing machine. The trolley has straps for hanging 
hoops, as well as storage space for 2 agility ladders, 2 sets of cones and 15 
slalom poles.
A tactics board is integrated into the top to aid with explanations during training.
Fits in the back of a small family car (with the seats down)
height 4’1’’ (127 cm)
length 1’4’’ (44,5 cm)
Width 1’4’’ (43 cm)

product code 
TA329 black and yellow
TA329B white and royal blue
TA329R white and red

Equipment 
cart

AVAILABLE IN 3 COLOURS
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AFTER TRAINING,
THROW SWEATY BIB BAG DIRECTLY 
IN THE WASHING-MACHINE.

A tactics board is integrated 
into the top
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 ELECTRONIC SUBSTITUTION BOARD

One-sided green and red substitution panel Show stoppage time 
Numbered from 0 to 99 
Each number is 18x10 cm LED bulbs Lithium battery,
up to 5 hours of use Can also be used as a scoreboard
Easy to carry with transport handle (only 2kg)
size 7’’ x 3.9’’ (18cm x 10 cm) 

product code FA012E

 TRANSPORT BAG FOR BALLS

Ball storage and carrybag, made from rip-proof material
Holds footballs, handballs, basketballs, volleyballs
Capacity: 8 to 12 balls
Material: polyester and mesh for ventilation

product code 
TA278 4 balls
TA103 8 balls
TA103A 12 balls
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‘‘ ‘‘EN ALLIANT LA PASSION ET L’INNOVATION, 
LES ÉQUIPES DE POWERSHOT® ONT CRÉÉ 
LES MEILLEURS ACCESSOIRES POUR 
L’ENTRAÎNEMENT DES CHAMPIONS.

‘‘ ‘‘THE FOOTBALL MASTER® IS THE 
REVOLUTION FOR YOUR FOOTBALL 
TRAINING.

Training equipment
 THE FOOTBALL MASTER

The Football Master® 
is THE revolution for your football training.
It is an easy to assemble and easily adjustable rebound net.
This new generation equipment developed by a former professional footballer 
will allow you to work on 2 essential aspects of modern football: ball control 
and precision passing. 
90% of all passes in modern football are made on the ground. 
That’s why passing and first contact are so important to us. 
Players must control the ball and make perfect passes to master the game 
and reach the next level. 
You can train alone, with a friend or with your team. 
The Footballmaster is like having your own personal football coach.

Length : PLAY - 7’ (2,15m) - PRO  - 7’6’’ (2,35m) 
Weight : 13 kg

product code 
FA138 Football Master® PLAY (kids)
FA141 Football Master® PRO (Adult)
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 BASE FOR POWERSHOT® FREE-KICK DUMMIES

Suitable for use on both indoor and synthetic pitches. 
Because of its weight, the dummy will stay upright, even 
in windy conditions.
To be combined with product art.TA039 and TA327. 
Material: rubber
Weight: 12.5kg 
Sold individually.

product code TA041

FREE KICK MANNEQUINS - SET OF 3

Suitable for free-kick practice through innovative 
design with springs allowing mannequin flexi-
bility and absorption for a longer-lasting product.
Size:  5’6’’ x 2’ (1.82m x 0.60m)
Material : flexible
Shockproof-plastic and steel spikes.

product code TA039

PORTABLE RUBBER MANNEQUIN BASE WITH WHEELS

This patented weighted base is designed for the TA039 free kick 
dummy kit. 
The base is equipped with wheels to aid the movement of the dummies 
without having to lift the heavy bases. 
Base sold individually  
Material: hard PVC 
Weight: 13 kg

product code TA041W

VIZOSOL - 76% OF GOALS - PATENTED

After detailed analysis, 76% of goals were scored in the lowest 
80cm of the goal. 
This elastic strip is used to encourage players to keep firing low.
Vizosol comes from the French ‘aim at the ground’. 
Includes removable targets to encourage players to aim at a certain 
part of the goal
Used by a multitude of top level European clubs in training.

product code FA146
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more photos on lynxsport.eu

JUNIOR FREE KICK MANNEQUINS 
SET OF 3 IN A BAG

Set of 3 junior mannequins,
adapted for kids with a height of 3’9’’ (1.2m)
Made from shock-proof plastic and steel spikes 

product code TA039J

SOCCER WALL

The patented soccer buddy is a space saving solution to 
existing dummies! 
Easily folds up when not in use, can be put up and taken 
down in 20 seconds
height : 4’8’’ (1.47m)
attaches onto existing slalom poles, aDD the soccer buDDy 
anD you have a reaDy-maDe mannequin.

product code 
TA160U Red/White
TA160BWU Blue/White
TA160YBU Yellow/Black

Mannequins
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more photos on lynxsport.eu

MATCH-PREPARATION MANNEQUINS  
SET OF 3 IN A BAG

Bibs can be put over the mannequins to prepare 
for your next game.
Also suitable for use in windy conditions to allow the air to pass 
through.
Complete with ground spikes. Set of three in a bag
Height : 6’ (1,80m) 

product code TA327

DUAL-SIDED FREE KICK MANNEQUINS - SET OF 3 IN A BAG

Create another level of realism in training with dual-sided life-like players. 
Set of 3 mannequins with full printed kit. 
Micro-perforated to allow some wind through.
Height: 6’ (1.8m) 

product code color
TA330 Blue
TA331 Red
TA332 Yellow 
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Coach accessories

TRI-POD FOR MAGNETIC TACTICS BOARDS

Made from aluminium
Comes with carry bag
Height adjustable: 1’6’’ (51 cm), 3’8’’ (118 cm) 
or 5’2’’ (160 cm). 
Weight 0.785kg 
Maximum holding weight : 4kg 

product code TA287

FOOTBALL TACTICS BOARD 

NEW LOW-PROFILE MODEL

Ideal for pre-game strategy planning. 
Whiteboard marker and eraser included. 
11 blue magnets, 11 red magnets, 
2 keeper magnets, 1 ball magnet.
Full pitch on front
Half pitch on back

product code dimensions
FA006 2’9’’ x 1’9’’ (90 cm x 60 cm)
FA007 1’9’’ x 1’4’’ (60 cm x 45 cm)

TRANSPORT BAG FOR MAGNETIC BOARD

product code dimensions
FA006B for magnetic board 2’9’’ x 1’9’’ (90 cm x 60 cm)
FA007B for magnetic board 1’9’’ x 1’4’’ (60 cm x 45 cm)

POWERSHOT® ALL-WEATHER TACTICAL FOLDER

Coach, come rain or shine! 
Document pouch specially designed for harsh conditions.
A waterproof protection allows you to continue taking notes even during rain! 
Comes with erasable marker and magnets.
Has a clipboard to hold your documents, and a white magnetic board with a football field 
outline. 
A4 size - Dimensions : 9’’ x 13’’ (23 cm x 33,5 cm) 
Made from: Vinyl and PVC

product code TA282

INK-FREE TACTICS BOARD

Tactics board that removes the need for ink! 
A stylus is included. Simply 
1) Mark out your tactics, 
2) Lock the screen to keep them in place, 
3) Add to them whilst explaining tactics. 
4) When finished press delete button to wipe the screen 
instantly.

product code FA140

SET OF 20 TACTIC SHEETS FOOTBALL 

Static sheets to hold on walls or doors. 
Be ready to prepare for training and matches an any 
dressing room!
Full football pitch design

Unit
FA143 full pitch
FA144 3 half pitches

TACTIC CLIPBOARD FOOTBALL 35 X 20 CM

Magnetic tactic board with clipboard feature. 
Contains magnets for team strategies and a pen for marking 
out the tactics. 
Pitch colour background to give a real-life feel.

Unit
FA063
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MADE BY PLAYERS, FOR PLAYERS.

 QUICKFIRE FOOTBALL GOAL – AUTOWEIGHTED

The innovative quick-assembly QuickFire goal range has been designed with strength
and ease of use in mind.
With its box net design, it’s a true mini-representation of a goal from a stadium. 
Keepers don’t have the net against their head anymore! 
Easily transportable and assembled in around 1 minute, all stitching and welding has been 
reinforced to ensure the durability of the goal. 
The goal is auto-weighted to ensure that sandbags or u-bends are not required. 
Rubber protection on base allows use in sports halls and on concrete
Water resistant structure and UV protected net to ensure all-year-round usage.

product code dimensions 
FGM31 5’x3’ (1,5m x 0,9m)
FGM37 8’x4’ (2,4m x 3,2m)
FGM38 8’x6’ (2,4m x 1,8m)
FGM39  9’8’’ x 6’5’’ (3m x 2m)
FGM40 12’x6’ (3,6m x 1,8m)
FGM42  16’ x 7’ (5m x 2m)
FGM45  Full Size 24’ x 8’ (7.32 x 2.44m)
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QUICKFIRE® Goals

For clubs, to suit different age groups.

For the home market, adapts as kids grow up,
to suit different ages of children!

Assembly and disassembly

After 3 years of engeneering and design
inside the Powershot Innovation Lab,
we finally created THE SOLUTION.

MULTI-SIZE QUICKFIRE® GOAL 

1 Football Goal

with 2 possible heights

and 2 possible widths

unité
FGM71 

FGM72 

Widths            heights

3 m           

4 m            2  m

1,5 m

Widths            heights

3,6 m           

4,9 m            2,1 m

1,8 m

Standalone auto-weighted goal 

All is contained within the goal:
no parts added or removed to 
change size.
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FOOTBALL GOAL WITH INTEGRATED PROTECTIVE NET

Football goal, surrounded by a protective net, to prevent the ball from 
being lost. 
Ideal for practising in a garden or in an area close to a watercourse or 
road. 
Dimensions: goal 12’ x 5’ 9’’ (3.7m x 1.8m)
protective net,  21’ x 9’8’’ (6.5 x 3m) 
Net 3mm, mesh size 100mmx100mm. 
Metal protection net posts: 32mm

product code FGM70

Training mini-goals
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More photos available - lynxsport.eu

REPLACEMENT NET FOR FOOTBALL GOAL FGM29

Honeycombed net to resist hits and to fit FGM29.
Dimensions: 5’x 3’3’’ (1.5m x 1 m)

product code FGM29N

 TRANSPORT BAG FOR FGM29 GOAL

Heavy duty bag to store and transport FGM29. 
Yellow and black with a zip closing system.
size 3’6’’ x 2’7’’ (110 cm x 83 cm )

product code FGM29B

MINI FOOTBALL GOAL POWERSHOT® ALUMINIUM 
1,5M X 1M FOLDABLE

Aluminium football goal, for youth and senior training. 
Thanks to its structure and its thick net, it can be 
installed outside all year round.
It can be used indoors and outdoors. 
It comes folded, just open it and clip in the back bar. 
The net is already hung, to make life easier.
Dimensions: 5’x 3’3’’ (1,5m x 1 m)
Honeycomb net to resist hard strikes and bad weather

product code FGM29

REPLACEMENT NET FOR FGM13 AND FGM18 
MINI ALUMINIUM GOAL

Material: knotless polypropylene
mesh size 50 x 50 mm

product code 
FGM13N 4’ x 2’6’’ (1,2m x 0,8 m)
FGM18N 5’x 3’3’’ (1,5m x 1 m)

ALUMINIUM HEAVY-DUTY FOLDABLE FOOTBALL GOAL 
AUTO-WEIGHTED

Material : 80 x 40mm aluminium
Plus points : 
- 50mm knotless mesh net included. 
- Solid, resistant structure in aluminium. 
- Crossbar clips to hold back bars during transportation. 
-Self-weighted rear bar ensuring goal safety and stability. 

product code dimensions
FGM13 4’ x 2’6’’ (1,2m x 0,8 m)
FGM18 5’x 3’3’’ (1,5m x 1 m)
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 PRO SHOOTING WALL WITH INTEGRATED WEIGHT

Football PRO target sheet for goal of (24’ x 8’) 7,32m x 2,44 m 
Built-in weight on the lower part for a good fit and stability. 
Attaches easily to posts and crossbar.

product code 
FA724A 24’ x 8’ (7,32m x 2,44 m)
FA005A 16’ x 7’ (4,90m x 2,10 m)
FA011A 12’ x 6’ ( 3,6 x 1,80 m) SHOOTING WALL POWERSHOT®

Professional shooting wall with 4 targets 
for football goals 24’ x 8’ (7.32 x 2.44 m)
Perfectly suited for training
Reinforced around the fixing eyes and holes
Attached with elastic ties
Targets are 3’3’’x 2’ (1m x 0.6m)
Material: 100% polyester plain cloth

product code
FA0071  Shooting wall 24’ x 8’ (7,32m x 2,44 m)

TARGET SHEET
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Smashball

 SMASHBALL SET WITH 2 POWERSHOT® BALLS

Used by numerous pro clubs as a warm up activity, 
or a reaction training aid.
Can also be used by families and friends.
Kit includes : A Smashball net Two balls A handpump

product code TA154
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HEAD-TENNIS SET

Head tennis set 
Height: 3.6’ (1.1m)
Freestanding net . 
Protective feet for indoor use. 

product code FA054 length 20’ (6m)
product code FA053 length 13’ (4m)

 HEAD TENNIS MULTI-SKILL KIT

New innovation that adds extra skill and reaction to a head 
tennis game.
Alternate between passes in the air and targeted ground 
passes.
Used for high speed around-the-world game: One-touch passing 
whereby players rotate around the unit, reacting to a pass over 
or through the net with a one or two touch return
Material: High strength powder coated galvanised steel in 
50mm x 25mm ovoid tube 
Length : 13’ (4m) 
Height :  3’6’’ (1,10m)
Self-weighting base 
Easily foldable and transportable in a bag

product code FA052 4m x 1,10 m (13’ x 3’6’’)

Head-Tennis
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MADE BY PLAYERS, FOR PLAYERS.
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SET OF FOOT-GOLF TARGETS WITH FLAGS

Set of stand-alone football golf targets. Flags numbered 
from 1 to 10 or 1 to 3.
Fibre-glass rod. Metal structure, with special density foam 
which allows the ball in the hole only if the right amount of 
power is used. 
Includes transport bag.

product code 
FGE02 set of 10
FGE03 set of 3

Football-Golf
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LIGHT SENSOR FOR FOOTBALL GOLF TARGETS

Light sensor for football golf target
LED sensors to be used in combination with football golf 
kits. 
Turn the sensor on, and it lights up for visibility at night.
When the ball enters the hole, it starts flashing, then turns 
off. 
Put one sensor on each football golf unit, and challenge 
yourself to turn off all the lights in the minimum amount 
of shots!
product code FGE06
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